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Chess Review: These are not just lessons, they are
real chess reviews. My missions are to find where
the fastest player in the world is and how can a

person reach such levels. I looked at some players
ChessBase has, some of them are still really strong!
These reviews are extensive and go back to pieces
of my previous courses. Chess Club: This is a huge

weapon in your chess arsenal. Youll be a
heavyweight by the time youre done with it. Youll
be trained to think strategically, how to assess the
position, and how to go all the way with just your
"pawns". Again, its simply my personal philosophy
of things which I have translated into books and
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now also into these courses. So in case anyone is
having problem in understanding a position in the
middlegame, opening, ending or anything else, do
check his courses. It will be a great help to anyone
who is serious about improving their chess game. I
am Vikram from delhi india. I have started playing

chess about 3 months ago and I am in the 10th
standard and I have been playing the chess games

(chess training camps) to improve my game and the
materials provided by you are great. The most

important and the most effective thing when you
are playing chess with your opponent is to either
attack his king, or to keep a constant pressure
against his kingside. This will reduce the kings

aggressive moves and will make your game easier.
Thank you so much for this course. Once again:
Thank you very much! GM Smirnov has totally

opened my eyes in how to actually start to attack. If
you know how to attack, then you have certain

chances to win the game. I was always assuming, if
I know how to attack, my opponent will not be able
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to defend himself and he will be in trouble. I have
not been so wrong in all my years of playing chess!
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as i mentioned above, i think chess is a super sport
with so many other attributes than many people
think. you need to have technical skill, tactical

talent, positional sense, decision making, patience
and more. the latter is the most important attribute
of the game. you need to have the ability to think
ahead what your opponent is going to play. you

need to think about counterplay, what your
opponent wants to achieve. you need to control the

center and you need to make yourself a more or
less positional advantage. this is the most important
and least known part of chess, which is not taught
in any chess books. it is something that is taught in
the best chess schools, but most of them are only
theoretical and not practical. although my name is
student, i am a grandmaster, and im also a chess
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coach. i started playing chess when i was 7 years
old. i was fascinated by this super sport. i was

always eager to learn something new and improve
my skills. however, it wasnt something i could easily
do. i didnt have the resources or knowledge to learn
the game. i started playing chess seriously when i

was about 30. for me, it was something like a super
sport. it was the first time i was able to play long

games with a lot of tactics. it wasnt only fun, but it
was also very useful. i used to play blitz and time
control games with my friends and start analysing
our games after each game. there wasnt a chess

book around, so i had to spend a lot of time
analyzing the games. i would use my pocket chess
set and my chess set and i would try to understand
every idea that i learned from the games. i wouldnt
say that i became a grandmaster, but i did improve
a lot and i found my chess coach, who taught me

the most important things about chess. 5ec8ef588b
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